HRFE 6.6 RELEASE CONTENTS

Initiate New Hire

- **8210** - CR: CR883 - HRFE integration to Tracker Electronic I-9 System
- **8278** - C: phaton: 299220: NH: ZRU and ZRC created for New Hire errantly. Should only have one of them.
- **8298** - HRFE 6.5 Tracker I9: REVERIFY: NH Forms status s/b COMPLETED and not "In Progress - Incomplete (Next Step - REVERIFY)"
- **8301** - HRFE 6.5 TRACKER I9: Error message "Unable to route. The newhire has not completed the required Tracker /I9 forms." shows up on every Route step for New Hire/Add a Job
- **8302** - HRFE 6.5 Tracker I9: E-VERIFY: NH Forms status s/b COMPLETED and not "In Progress - Incomplete (Next Step - E_VERIFY)"
- **8305** - u: debrock: NH: I-9 not displayed for ADD job component.
- **8306** - UIUC: Tracker - I9 Audit trail states that the transaction routed, when it didn't due to the I-9 check.

In-Out Boxes

- **8294** - R896721: lizk: Outbox: Default setting in Outbox for Show Completed Transactions is not holding after logging out.

Separation

- **8288** - U:SEP: When separating an employee with a future dated job and LD record, future dated job record is deleted but LD is not
- **8290** - U:dougl:SEP 294310: When employee already has a job end date of 7-14-11 and is now separating as of 7-12-11 and is already pulled into July calc, Banner T record isn’t updated with 7-12 end date
- **8297** - SEP: 337543: if jobs are already ended in Banner and a Job Change Reason is selected that matches the one on the T record, View Date is defaulting to Sys Date not SEP date

Add A Job

- **8229** - U:dougl:ADDJOB/NEWHIRE: If LP job is being added, Overload should default for Job Type

Labor Distributions

- **8232** - Correct Apply Error after Org Transfer Apply

Other

- **8292** - Update hardcoded email address within the HRFE application.